Thank You for purchasing your counter tops from Classic Rock Fabrication, LLC

NATURAL STONE

With a little care, the suggestions listed below will keep your counter tops looking beautiful for years to come.

Four simple ways to protect your stone counter tops

• Use coasters under all glasses, particularly those containing alcohol or citrus juices.
• While many stones can withstand heat, the use of trivets or mats is recommended.
• When spills occur, blot the spill with a paper towel immediately. Don’t wipe the area, it will spread the spill. Flush the area with water and mild soap and rinse several times. Dry the area thoroughly with a soft cloth. Repeat as necessary.
• Clean stone surfaces with a neutral cleaner, stone soap, or a mild liquid dishwashing detergent and warm water. Use a clean rag and a soft cloth for best results. Rinse the surface thoroughly after washing with soap and dry with a soft cloth.

Cleaning Precautions

• Products containing lemon, vinegar or other acids may dull or etch calcareous stones (marble, travertine, limestone, onyx).
• Scouring powders or creams often contain abrasives that may scratch certain stones.
• Do not mix ammonia and bleach. This combination creates a toxic and lethal gas.

Sealing Granite

• Sealing is a common step taken on some stones as an extra precaution against staining. Sealing does not make the stone stain proof; it makes the stone more stain resistant.
• If you have not purchased Dry Treat you will need to re-seal your countertops yearly. Dry Treat does not protect from etching.

Please contact us with any questions at 717-766-6011
To be Completed by Classic Rock Installation Team

Completed   N/A

- Cleaned jobsite Indoors/Outdoors
- All tops cleaned and inspected
- 1 year Sealer applied
- All tops securely fastened
- Dishwasher bracket left onsite
- Care & Maintenance reviewed
- Customer survey left onsite
- Seam meets or exceeds industry standards

__________________________  ______________________
Installed by                Date